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Afterword 

To those I'm meeting for the first time, and those who 
are already familiar with me from the web or novel versions, 

thank you reading the comic version of "Honzuki no Gekokujou: 
If There's No Book, I'll Make One-!" volume 1. 

It was quite a while ago that I received the pleasant surprise 
that there were plans to make this into a manga. A while after that, 

my manager told me, “This is the person we plan to hire to draw 
the manga" and showed me Suzuka-sama's illustrations. 

The illustrations attached to the list of the characters 
were Benno scrunching his face at Otto bragging about his 

wife, and Lutz and Main looking stunned. I remember thinking 
it had a nice feel to it so I decided on it right away. 

I'm very happy about the manga, and I look forward to 
Suzuka-sama's rough drafts, but it's very difficult to gather 
props to help her replicate the images in my head. I felt it 

was difficult to convey the images I had to Shiina Yuu-sama to 
illustrate the novel version too, but for the manga every single 
scene needs to be considered.So, whether it's a large setting 
or a small item, you can't be lazy or vague with the details. 

After receiving the plot, I send information saying, "this room's 
like this” and "this area's like this", and Suzuka-sama sends me 

questions like "what is this area like?” and "do you have materials for 
this area?". We go back and forth like that to define the designs. 

When she responded to my detailed requests and the 
scenery for the lower town was finished for chapter 2,1 cried 
out of appreciation. I'm surprised she ever agreed to take on 
such a demanding and troublesome manga. I seriously think 

Suzuka-sama is an angel, right up there with Turi. 
Main and Turi look very cute with the constant changes 

in their expressions. Please enjoy Main's story as she works 
hard to make her book. Oh, right. After reading the manga, if you 

reread the original work, you will be able to see Main's cute 
movements in your head. Please give it a try. 

ZcnukiMya 
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